
 

Roberto Bello DSB Representative November 2022 Hours Contributed = 
13 

LOOKING BACK 

NOTE: Please give more details than the examples shown. If you have nothing to report in a particular line, just type in “Nothing to 
report”. 

Goals I’ve accomplished this 
month: 
(kept up with regular duties &/or 
accomplished additional goals, 
please name them). 
 

Continued making and strengthen working relationships within the GA, GFC, ULSU 
and mental helath committee members 
 
Increased interactions and time spent communicating with DSB students through 
events (winter clothing drive) and outside interactions 
 
Continued work with Lucas and Gage on fielding, communicating and improving DSB 
student wellfare and promoting ULSU services 
 
Continued advocacy for DSB representation in all relevant conversations presented 
across all assigned committees and groups 
 
 

People I’ve worked with: 
(people I’ve worked with or who 
have been instrumental with 
providing info or help & what they 
did). 
 

Worked with Lucas and Gage on establishing some basic concerns, questions and 
overall thoughts given to us from the DSB student population. Have started 
brainstorming some actions plans for addressing some of the most relevant DSB 
issues. 
 
Worked with Michaela, Becca, Annie, and Maleeka on creating and distributing an 
effective/efficient EAC survey. Also took the time to collect, refine and present findings 
to relevant stakeholders 
 
Worked with Rachael and Maleek on creating, formating and communicating a winter 
clothing drive initiative 
 
 

Meetings, activities, 
conversations:  
(name the meeting or activity, what I 
did to prepare or help, people I 
talked with). 
 
 

Attended and prepared accordingly for: 
GA (NOV 22) – 3 hours 
Executive Accountability Meeting x2 (Multiple meeting throughout month)   
combined – 4 hours 
GFC Meeting (Oct 3rd)   3 hours 
Winter Clothing Drive  2 hours spread across creation, organization and outreach 
Anti-Discrimination (EDI) Training Session  2 hours 
Fielded/answered questions and shared relevant information and had meaningful 
conversations with a few DSB students about the AUPE potential job action  1 hour  

Tactics on how I promoted SU 
events:  
(eg: created & hung a huge banner 
in the atrium, submitted social 
media info). 
 

 
Spread awareness through the resposting of relevant events, promotions and 
communications from the Instagram page to increase awareness 
 
Shared Instagram stories promoting winter clothing drive & responses to AUPE 
potential job action 
 



Challenges I’ve encountered: 
(eg: I can’t get volunteers, not 
enough funding, the equipment 
didn’t work properly, etc.). 
 
 

 
Have not been able to consistently count on Lucas to show up for DSB related 
meetings that he had been previously assigned to.  
 
 

Details on outcomes: 
(number of attendees, how my 
initiative impacted students, would I 
change anything next time, etc.). 

 
Overall felt a great sense of thankfulness, connectivness and overall positivity when 
interacting with students at organized events as well as in out-of-class environments 
 
Winter Clothing Drive initiative seems to have been received positvely with all those 
involved. Love hearing about the positive impact receiving a warm piece of clothing is 
for a disadvantaged student/staff member. 
 
 

Council reports & EC 
minutes: 
(explain if you’ve read reports & EC 
minutes, all/some/none. Explain if 
you have questions about a 
particular topic). 
 
 

I have read all relevant EC reports for the past 2 months.  
 
No further questions at the time 

MOVING FORWARD 

Current or upcoming tasks: 
(upcoming activities or tasks I will be 
participating in or spearheading, 
possible timeline of completion, who 
will I be working with). 
 

Continue working/executing the used winter clothes drive initative with Maleeka and 
Rachelle  hoping to finish up collection of donations by end of November 
 
Establish working iniative with Lucas and Gage to increase DSB interaction with the 
ULSU, looking forward to having furhter meetings prior to exams in this regard 
 
Continue working with mental health committee to organize events and promotions 
leading up the holiday breaks 
 
Continue improving EAC survey and dissemination of results before Spring 23’ survey 
time 

People I will need to meet 
with: 
(people I will need to meet with, and 
why, such as students to gather info 
or to promote, to book venues or 
equipment etc). 
 

Cheri & Gage to help with DSB iniative and clothing drive 
 
Lucas to continue brainstorming other ways to effectively reach DSB students 
 
Meet wih Maleeka & Rachelle so we can decide on next steps for winter clothing drive 
initiative 

Resources I might need to 
gather: 
(eg: supporting documentation for a 
budget, mailout list for sponsorship 
requests, secure equipment, gather 
feedback etc.). 
 

N/A 

Important dates/deadlines: 
(important deadlines related to my 
goals or position). 
 

 

 

 


